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Abstract

We consider the problem of the joint mission planning with a team of heterogeneous physical
agents. The type of missions that we consider are composed of a set of spatially distributed
tasks that need to be selected and assigned to the agents for dealing with them. A plan consists
of a set of directives specifying who does what, where, when, and for how long. The aim is to
optimize system-level performance by explicitly taking into account and exploiting the different
sensory-motor characteristics of the agents. We tackle this general problem and propose a mixed
integer linear formulation of it, including a number of aspects/constraints that closely model
features and requests of realistic scenarios. A solution approach with quality guarantees, based
on the combination of a metaheuristic and a mathematical programming method, is presented.

1 Introduction

Teams composed by physical agents with different cognitive and sensory-motor skills (e.g., robots,
humans, animals) naturally provide heterogeneity and redundancy of resources, parallelism, and
distributedness. Moreover, they can be designed to produce effective synergies through agent
cooperation. All these aspects make heterogeneous teams highly suited for a number of important
real-world problems, such as search and rescue, environmental monitoring, surveillance, and other
similar problems that are spatially distributed and can profit from the presence of a diversity of
skills.

In this paper, we study the problem of planning the activities of such heterogeneous systems.
We deal with missions that are defined by a set of spatially distributed tasks. A task represents
a localized activity: it is directly associated to a specific location (or portion) of the environment.
For instance, when looking for a missing person in the wilderness inside a given area A, a task
might consist in searching the person in a specific portion of A. We assume that the initial set of
tasks is given, together with a finite temporal horizon for team’s operations. Then, given a team of
heterogeneous agents, the problem consists in selecting which tasks to perform, assigning them to
specific agents within the team, and appointing the duration and schedule of the services provided
to each one of the selected tasks. The objective is to optimize team-level performance by explicitly
taking into account the different agents’ skills, their mutual interactions and dependencies, and
potential synergies.

An important characterization on the type of tasks that we take into account is the distinction
between atomic and non-atomic tasks. Atomic tasks are assigned as a whole, meaning that, once
allocated, the effort put into them must be equivalent to that required for their completion. Fur-
thermore, only two states can be associated to these tasks: completed, or not completed. Instead,
non-atomic tasks can be carried out in an incremental manner over disjoint periods of time, and
therefore, at any time, these can be in a partially completed state. Moreover, their current state
may be a result of the service provided by an arbitrary number of agents, each contributing with



possibly different levels of efficiency. Most works in this context have only dealt with atomic tasks
(e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4]), which reduces the scope of these approaches. Here, we consider more generically
mission plans that can accommodate non-atomic tasks that can be partially or completely fulfilled
through the service provided by one or more agents during the course of the mission. Since we are
dealing with heterogeneous teams, the relationship between the allotted effort (i.e., devoted time)
and the amount of service provided to a task by an agent depends on the matching between the
characteristics of the task and the capabilities of the agent. Addressing these issues and optimizing
these matchings are some of the core challenges that we focus on in this work.

We formalize the mission planning problem by means of a mixed-integer linear programming
(MIP) formulation, The MIP formulation explicitly takes into account the intrinsically different
skills of the team. It also provides means for granting robustness against deviations in the agents’
response. Moreover, the formulation also provides a set of modeling tools that enables the user
(the mission controller) to realize specific mission strategies through the management of the spatio-
temporal interactions and dependencies between the agents.

It is important to remark that the adoption of a linear, MIP formulation has some important
advantages [5]: it can be solved to optimality with formal guarantees, and using standard tools
they can be solved with anytime properties: solutions are progressively and monotonically improved
over computation time and can be retrieved with formal error bounds on optimality. Moreover, the
optimal solution is guaranteed to be found in finite time. However, finding the optimal solution of
large instances might require significant computational efforts. We address this issue by adopting
a matheuristic methodology [6] that combines computational affordability with proven bounds on
optimality. The proposed solution approach enables the solver to speed up the computation of
mission plans of good quality, a particularly useful condition when the model is used in real-time
applications or within iterative receding horizon schemes (e.g., [7]).

To summarize, the contributions of this report comprise the following: (i) a mathematical
programming model for collaborative mission planning using heterogeneous multi-agent systems
that addresses the challenges of heterogeneity, incorporates mechanisms to manage agents’ mutual
interactions and dependencies, and provides an efficient way to deal with partial controllability
of agents in task execution; (ii) an any-time, effective solution approach that allows to compute
high-quality plans within short time, and with formal guarantees.

2 Related work

The problem of multi-agent mission planning that we consider is a combination of task allocation,
scheduling, and routing. Individually, these topics are the subject of a large amount of research in
operations research (OR) and multi-robot systems. In particular, as vehicle routing and machine
scheduling (in OR) and multi-robot task allocation problems.

In the field of OR, the Vehicle Routing Problems with Profits [8, 9] consist in determining
time-constrained routes for multiple vehicles that maximize the total collected reward from the
visited customers. Since in its basic form, the problem of allocating tasks to a team of mobile
agents in order to maximize mission performance can be formulated as a vehicle routing problem,
these have been the starting point of several planning models for complex missions, such as military
operations [10, 11], and space exploration [12]. In the other hand, machine scheduling problems [13],
in a wide sense, aims at allocating resources (i.e., agents) to a predefined set of time dependent
activities (i.e., tasks), while respecting precedence constraints between the activities, and with
the objective of minimizing the make-span. Due to the integration of planning, task allocation,
scheduling, and routing decisions, and the inclusion of spatio-temporal inter-dependencies between
agents in our formulation, the existing mathematical models for these problems cannot be directly
applied to the problem we are considering in this work.

In relation to research in robotics, the class of problems closest to ours is that of multi-robot
task allocation (MRTA), which is the problem of determining which robots should execute which
tasks in order to achieve the overall system goals. According to the categorization of Gerkey
and Mataric [14], our planning problem covers both single-task robots (ST) and multi-task robots
(MT), and considers single-robot tasks (SR), for time-extended assignments (TA). Most of the



studies on MRTA problems are focused on decentralized solution approaches [15, 5], whose appealing
characteristics (e.g., fault tolerance, resiliency, simplicity) often come at the cost of low quality
solutions, [5], and rough or non-existent guarantees about the quality of the solutions provided
[16]. In the other hand, centralized approaches, as the one we propose, can satisfy the need for
optimality, typically provide solutions of better quality than their decentralized counterparts, and
also exhibit an anytime behavior [17], that is, solutions and formal bounds on their performance
are progressively improved, and sub-optimal solutions with proven error bounds of their quality
can be obtained at any point in time before the planner spots the optimal one; These approaches,
including ours, are typically grounded on mathematical programming frameworks, and make use
of exact algorithms such as branch-and-bound [3], and branch-and-price [1]. However, previous
works have been limited to domains where tasks can only be assigned as a whole (i.e., atomic
tasks), meaning that the assignment of a task to an agent is made with the assumption that it will
spend an uninterrupted effort equal to that required for the completion of the task. This condition
precludes (possibly more efficient) solutions in which tasks may be accomplished in an incremental
manner over disjoint periods of time during which different agents devoted a certain effort into it,
and it also prevents the partial fulfillment of tasks, a condition that enables the agents to better
distribute their effort over a larger number of tasks, given time limitations.

Additionally, in our work we consider other factors that can affect the performance and/or
the feasibility of mission plans, such as dependencies among the schedules of the agents. These
aspects have been recently cataloged as cross-schedule dependencies [1], but their treatment have
been limited to inter-task dependencies, such as precedence and synchronization constraints (e.g.,
certain tasks must be executed simultaneously, or with relative ordering conditions). In contrast,
we consider inter-agent dependencies, and we introduce a flexible framework that can be employed
to promote or enforce of spatio-temporal proximity relations among the schedules of the agents
and as a means of managing the agents’ interactions. Types of constraints that can be expressed
here are, for instance, keeping certain agents frequently close to each other while they execute their
tasks (e.g., for communication provisioning), or ensuring that some agents remain distant from each
other during the whole mission (e.g, for safety reasons).

Deterministic approaches, like all those described above, assume that the effect of the actions
of the agents is known. Another class of methods that can be used to tackle MRTA problems that
are subject to uncertainties are stochastic planning approaches such as Markov Decision Processes
(MDPs) [18]. The application of these methods allows to directly accommodate uncertain aspects
related to the environment and/or the behavior of the agents, assuming that a world model is
provided. However, the resolution of these approaches is notoriously difficult, particularly in the
case of multiple agents. Moreover, their increased computational complexity is not justified in
scenarios where the only sources of uncertainty are the possible deviations in the execution of
plans, such as the ones we are considering. As an alternative and novel approach, in this work we
propose a simple but yet effective way to define plans that are robust against bounded deviations
in their execution. It allows to integrate rough estimates about the possible effects of deviations
the agent might incur, without additioning further complexity.

3 Problem Statement

A team of heterogeneous mobile agents (A) is available to perform a joint mission in a distributed
environment of a specified dimension. The mission is described through a set of spatially distributed,
location-dependent tasks. Each task provides a certain amount of reward (in the sense of the mission)
for the service that it receives. The amount of required service per task is limited, and, once fulfilled,
no more reward is obtained from it, therefore we speak of completion of the task when all available
reward has been given out. In turn, the performance of each agent is characterized by a completion
rate which relates the local characteristics of the task and the agent skills to the amount or quality
of service provided to the task itself. That is, the amount of reward the agent is able to collect
over time while performing the task. Individual tasks are independent from each other, and the
success of the mission depends on which tasks are selected and on the efficacy at which each task
is performed, as it is explained in the following.



A task corresponds to the execution of a particular action at a specific location (or portion) of
the environment. Let us assume as given the discretization of the environment into a finite set of
locations L = {l1, . . . , lm}, and the set of possible actions, O = {o1, . . . , on}. Then, a task can be
represented as a pair (oi, lj), and the set of tasks composing the mission is denoted as T ⊆ O×L.
The complete execution of a task τ ∈ T provides an utility, or reward indicated with Rτ . The total
amount of reward provided by a task may depend, for instance, on the relative importance of that
task with respect to the mission (e.g., in a search and rescue mission, some locations might be more
important to search accurately than others based on some a priori knowledge). Considering the
search and rescue example scenario of the Introduction, possible actions could be “search using a
thermal camera”, “stand still to act as a network relay”, “guide a scent dog to location”, “remove
the trees obstructing the view”. According to the locations where these actions are performed, a
totally different reward is delivered.

Due to team heterogeneity, agents may have different capabilities, and not all of them may
be able to perform all actions in O. Moreover, the diverse characteristics of the environment can
prevent some agents from reaching certain parts of the area and/or performing actions in it (e.g.,
a flying robot alone cannot enter into a locked room, a dog cannot dive/search into a lake, a man
alone cannot overcome a deep cliff). All these conditions imply that not all the agents may be
able to execute all tasks in T . Assuming that Ok ⊆ O denotes the set of actions that agent k can
perform, and Lk ⊆ L denotes the set of locations that k can reach, then the set of tasks that can
be feasibly assigned to agent k is Γk = T ∩

(
Ok × Lk

)
, with

⋃
k∈A Γk = T .

If we look at the tasks as requests to be serviced, and at the agents as the entities with the
capabilities to service the requests, then the “quality” with which a specific request is serviced
depends, first, on the skills of the agents involved in the service, and secondly on the time/effort
each agent spends providing the service. Adopting this point of view, we consider the service time
as the measure of effort spent by the agents, and the increase in the level of completion of a task
to be proportional to the time devoted to it. Since we deal with heterogeneous teams, different
agents may demonstrate different levels of performance in accomplishing the same task, due to their
potentially different skills in relation to the specific local characteristics of the task. For instance,
the time effort required for pushing a box across a room is dependent upon how much force the
agent is able to apply to the box and on how well it can detect possible obstacles.

We model the difference in performance among the agents through the completion rate function
φ : A× T 7→ R, which relates the amount of effort (measured as service time) and the progress in
completion of each one of task in T : when an agent k ∈ A performs a task τ ∈ T for t seconds, it
contributes with 100 · φ(k, τ) · t percent of task completion. Thus, the amount of time an agent k
needs to spend in order to complete a task τ (if k would be the only agent servicing τ) is 1

φ(k,τ) .

In other words, φ(k, τ) represents a linear measure of the efficacy of agent k in performing task τ .
In the following, for the reason of reducing computational complexity, we assume that the whole
mission time is discretized into mission intervals of equal length ∆T (e.g., an amount of time in
seconds). Consequently, the completion rate functions are scaled and turned into what we will refer
to as the performance functions ϕk(τ), precisely representing the efficacy of agent k when executing
task τ during one mission interval:

ϕk(τ) =

{
φ(k, τ)∆T if τ ∈ Γk

0 otherwise
(1)

In order to express the initial level of completion required by each task we define the completion
map Cm : T 7→ [0, 1]. For instance, Cm(τ) = 0 indicates that task τ has been already completed
and, therefore, no further efforts from the agents are required. Moreover, if an agent attempts to
further deal with the task τ it will not affect the performance of the mission, which also amounts to
a waste of time and resources. A service provided to a task τ will decrease its required completion
Cm(τ) by a fraction p (i.e., executing p · 100 percent of τ), and it will also provide a partial utility
of pRτ .

For each agent k ∈ A, we also define a directed traversability graph Gk = (Γk, Ek) where Ek
contains an arc (i, j) if task j can be scheduled right after task i. In the general case, graph Gk
may be complete (i.e., Ek = Γk × Γk). However, specific scenarios may impose constraints over
the sequences of tasks that can be executed. For instance, when some tasks cannot be designated



immediately after others (e.g., due to mobility constraints), or when specific tasks must be serviced
immediately before servicing others (e.g., unblocking a road in order to reach parts of the area). To
this end, invalid transitions between the tasks can be specified in the the graph Gk, by removing
the associated arcs.

Based on the introduced concepts and specifications, the Multi-Agent Mission Planning Problem
(MMPP) can be stated as follows. Given a set of agents, a set of assignable tasks for each agent,
and a given limited time budget, the MMPP consists in determining joint plans for the activities of
the agents in the environment which enable the timely selection of the tasks to perform, exploiting
at most the potential synergies in the team and aiming to maximize the overall mission utility (i.e.,
the sum of all gathered rewards from tasks). Plans are time-constrained sequences of tasks. Due
to time limitations not all tasks might be performed: a plan implicitly defines a selection among
all tasks in T . Moreover, plans also need to specify when, from whom, and how much effort (i.e.,
devoted time) each of the selected tasks will receive.

The problem, as stated so far, does not include a number of relevant aspects common to mission
scenarios of real-world applications of interest. Other important issues need to be accounted for in
order to be able to deal with the complexity of the real world, and that we include as integral part
of the problem statement, but, in a sense optional from the point of view of the main controller of
the planning system. These include: (i) The grouping of potentially close tasks together into single
planning units, which allows to define plans in terms of groups of tasks, (instead of single tasks);
(ii) the need to be robust to potential deviations in the way plans might be actuated by the agents
(e.g., a dog is not expected to precisely follow the given plans, a ground robot might encounter
unexpected dynamic obstacles along its path); (iii) the enforcement or promotion of spatio-temporal
relations and dependencies among agents’ plans, (e.g., at night time, the human agents performing
a search in the wilderness might be required to stay relatively close to each other for personal safety
reasons, two scent dogs should be sent out over different, far away areas to avoid that they disturb
each other).

The formulation of the basic planning problem together with the motivation and implementation
of these additional practical aspects are given in the next section.

4 Multi-Agent Mission Planning as a MIP

In this section, we formulate the MMPP stated in the previous section as a mathematical optimiza-
tion problem. We start with a reference mixed-integer linear program (MIP) model that can be
used to determine a mission plan for the agents with the goal of maximizing the overall gathered
reward. From this reference formulation, we incrementally add features as extensions/modifications
to the reference MIP model addressing the additional issues described above.

Assuming that we are aware of the agents’ current positions (e.g., using a localization system),
then we denote by Γ0

k ⊆ Γk the subset of tasks which are accessible from the initial position of an
agent k. Given a time budget T , a plan for agent k consists of an elementary path pk in Gk (i.e., a
sequence of tasks), together with the specification of the time assigned to each one of the tasks in
the sequence (i.e., a schedule). The plan must start with a task belonging to the initial set Γ0

k (i.e.,
accessible from k’s current position), and do not necessarily include all elements in Γk, due to the
time constraints. We furthermore denote the set of tasks assigned in agent k’s plan as v(pk). The
amount of time (expressed in ∆T units) assigned to each of the tasks is represented by the schedule
function sk : Γk 7→ N, with sk(v) > 0 if v ∈ v(pk) and sk = 0 otherwise. The sum of the schedule
of each agent must be equal to the time budget T :

∑
v sk(v) = T .

A solution to the MMPP (i.e., a mission plan) consists of paths pk and schedules sk for all agents
k in team A, and it is denoted as P = {Pk | k ∈ A}, with Pk =< pk, sk >. The quality of a mission
plan P, in terms of its utility, is obtained by calculating the expected effect of agents’ activities
over the current state of the completion map Cm, and therefore the reward collected from the tasks
involved in the plan.

Φ(P) =
∑
τ∈T

RτΦτ , where, (2)



Φτ = min
(
Cm(τ),

∑
k∈A

ϕk(τ)sk(τ)
)

(3)

In other words, the utility of plan P is contributed with Rτ scaled by the increase in completion
of τ (i.e., Φτ ), which ranges from 0 (i.e., no quantifiable effect, left untouched) up to Cm (i.e.,
completely fulfilling the initial service requirements of τ). The minimization in (3) establishes these
bounds. Note also that a task can be serviced by the individual plans of any number of agents, each
with different performance levels and at different points in time. Therefore, we jointly consider all
agents’ plans Pk in order to compute Φτ .

We proceed to formalize the MMPP as a MIP model. The following decision variables are
employed to build the optimization model:
xijk: binary, equals 1 if agent k traverses arc (i, j) ∈ Ek;

yik: binary, equals 1 if agent k is assigned to task i ∈ Γk;

Φτ : utility obtained from task τ ∈ T ;

tik: starting time of execution of task i ∈ Γk by agent k;

wik: time assigned to task i ∈ Γk for agent k.

maximize Φ(P) (4)

subject to
∑

(0,j)∈Ek

x0jk = 1 ∀k ∈ A (5)

∑
(i,0)∈Ek

xi0k = 1 ∀k ∈ A (6)

∑
(i,j)∈Ek

xijk =
∑

(j,i)∈Ek

xjik = yjk ∀k ∈ A, j ∈ Γk (7)

tik + wik − tjk ≤ (1− xijk)T ∀k ∈ A, (i, j) ∈ Ek, i, j 6= 0 (8)

yik ≤ tik, wik ≤ Tyik ∀k ∈ A, i ∈ Γk (9)

Φτ ≤
∑
k∈A

∑
i∈Γk,i=τ

ϕk(i)wik ∀τ ∈ T (10)

0 ≤ Φτ ≤ Cm(τ) ∀τ ∈ T (11)

tik, wik ∈ N ∀k ∈ A, i ∈ Γk (12)

xijk, yjk ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ A, i, j ∈ Γk (13)

The MIP formulation for the MMPP is presented in (4)-(13). A dummy vertex (denoted by
0) represents the starting point and ending point of the agent paths. In this way, the problem of
determining an elementary path pk (i.e., a feasible sequence of tasks) translates into one of finding
a circuit, starting and ending at 0. Additionally, graphs Gk are extended with arcs from 0 to each
one of the initially accessible tasks in Γ0

k and also arcs from all elements in Γk to 0.a
Constraints (5-6) ensure that paths start and end at the dummy vertex 0. Path continuity is

guaranteed by constraints (7). Constraints (8) eliminate sub-tours [19] and, together with (9), they
define the bounds on variables t and w. The contributed completion to each one of the tasks, as
presented in (3), is bounded by constraints (10-11). Finally, constraints (12-13) set the integer and
binary requirements on the model variables.

The formulation presented above represents the core of the model which can be used to maximize
the utility of joint agent plans (i.e., maximize reward of service). In the following, we propose several
modeling extensions which are aimed at addressing many issues arising in real-world missions.

4.1 Addressing heterogeneity with macro-tasks

Since the mission planning must be carried out over a predefined task decomposition (i.e., set of
tasks) and a common mission interval (∆T ), it might become infeasible or unreasonable to assign



single tasks to some agents, according to their different capabilities. For instance, when searching
an area, be the given spatial decomposition equivalent to cells of size 50× 50 m2. with each cell
corresponding to a search task. If the mission interval is set to 5 minutes, a human rescuer can be
allocated to one cell for a single time step, while the same would not be reasonable for an aerial
robot, that in same amount of time could easily search areas of size 200× 200 m2, corresponding
to 16 tasks

In order to address this issue, a first extension to the model considers the grouping of sub-sets
of tasks into single planning units. We introduce the concept of macro-tasking: given the initial
task decomposition, a preprocessing is performed to define the set of bundles of tasks that can be
assigned in one planning step to each agent. Based on the agents’ specific characteristics, these
bundles are potentially different from agent to agent. A bundle is regarded as a planning unit: the
agent autonomously will decide how to allocate time among the composing tasks, and in which
order they will be serviced. We refer to a bundle as a macro-task, and the set of all predefined
macro-tasks is denoted by T M , which is a subset of the power set of T . Therefore, in our notation,
the set of tasks that can be assigned to agent k ∈ A is still denoted by Γk but now includes all
macro-tasks that can be assigned to it. Furthermore, the set of tasks (and macro-tasks) that are
considered during planning is represented by Γ = T ∪ T M .

In order to fit the use of macro-tasks into the model, we require to precisely define their utility,
based on the fact that the allocated time must be split among the composing tasks. Therefore the
question is about which fraction of time will be spent on each task composing a macro-task. In the
following, we assume that estimates of the effort distribution schemes within each macro-task, for
each one of the agents, are given and defined by σk : T M × T 7→ [0, 1], with

∑
τ∈ω σk(ω, τ) = 1,

∀k ∈ A, ω ∈ Γk. These schemes establish that during the execution of a macro-task ω by agent k,
the agent is expected to spend 100σk(ω, τ) percent of the time assigned to ω doing task τ ∈ ω.

Using σ, we re-define the performance parameter ϕk, introduced in 1, as a function of two
variables:

ϕk(ω, τ) =


σk(ω, τ)φ(k, τ) if ω ∈ T M and τ ∈ ω
φ(k, τ)∆T if ω = τ ∈ T
0 otherwise

(14)

Finally, the utility of mission plans as introduced in (3) is substituted with:

Φτ = min

Cm(τ),
∑
k∈A

∑
v∈v(pk)

ϕk(v, τ)sk(v)

 (15)

and constraints (10) are replaced by:

Φτ ≤
∑
k∈A

∑
i∈Γk

ϕk(i, τ)wik ∀τ ∈ T (16)

4.2 Robustness against deviations in execution

In practice, mission plans are computed assuming that their corresponding nominal performance
will be reflected in execution. However, when plans are not executed as expected, their actual
performance may experience a significant degradation.

Given that plans are expressed in terms of sequences of spatial tasks, they also describe trajec-
tories in the environment, which are expected to be followed by the agents during the execution of
the plans. Yet, in many real-world situations, agents might deviate from their assigned trajectories.
As a consequence, some tasks, not included in the plan and located around the specified trajectory,
may receive some unplanned amount of service, while the originally assigned tasks receive lesser
amount of effort than they were suppose to.



Figure 1: Providing robustness using macro-tasks

In this work we address these issues by anticipating the effect that deviations could have over
mission plans. The goal is to obtain robust plans that guarantee an optimal use of all the mission
assets even in the case that the execution undergoes some deviations. The method exploits the
flexibility of the macro-task concept in order to accommodate localized uncertain movements around
the prescribed plans. It consists in the following preprocessing of tasks.

For any task ω ∈ Γ that can be subject to deviations in execution, we enlarge its geographical
region in order to also include proximal tasks. To this end, we define a mapping between the
original task and its geographical extension, and we indicate with U(ω) an extended macro-task
that corresponds to the original task ω plus its proximal tasks. The rationale behind this way of
proceeding consists in assuming that, with some uniform probability, an agent may deviate from
its originally assigned path and devote service time to some of these proximal tasks. Therefore, we
consider that deviations in the execution of ω translate into expenditures of allocated time on some
of the tasks in U(ω) \ {ω}.

We assume that an estimate of the probability of deviation from task ω is given, and denoted
as pu. Then, in order to accommodate the estimated effect of deviations, we define the effort
distribution scheme of the corresponding macro-task U(ω) in the following way:

σ(U(ω), τ) =

{
(1− pu) if τ = ω

pu/|U(ω) \ {ω}| if τ ∈ U(ω) \ {ω}
(17)

Note that planning in terms of macro-tasks U(ω) is equivalent to optimizing mission plans
assuming one of the possible deviation scenarios: the agent deviates from the original plan and
devotes 100 · pu% of the allocated time to all the extended tasks. Moreover, this amount of time
is distributed uniformly among the extended tasks. This approach shares some similarities with
Robust Optimization methods [20], in which uncertainties are also tackled, in a deterministic way,
assuming specific realizations of the random variables.

Fig. 1 illustrates the approach. In this example, a human agent performs sensing activities
(e.g., finding a missing object), and plans are defined in terms of tasks at one of the cells. The
track specified by a plan is indicated in the figure on the left. In the figure on the right, the same
plan is now defined in terms of macro-tasks, that extend the original tasks in order to cover the 6
adjacent cells (a cluster of 7 original tasks). The nominal performance of each plan is determined
by quantifying the amount of service provided to each of the involved tasks, which are highlighted
in the figures. As noted, the nominal performance of the second plan considers possible deviations
from the original track, which may involve the exploration of cells that do not belong to the original
plan.

4.3 Proximity directives between groups of agents

Direct dependencies in space and time among the plans of individual agents are common in the
domains that we are targeting. For instance, in a search and rescue scenario the mission commander
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Figure 2: Illustration example of Θt and Ψt.

might request mission plans in which every agent is always located within the communication range
of a mobile wireless relay unit, to allow a reliable tracking; or plans that keep air-scent dogs, if used,
always separated from each other by a minimum distance, to avoid mutual task interference. Both
the example situations represent use cases of proximity directives, that is, controlling the minimum
and maximum distance between groups of agents.

Let ψij be the estimated distance between the location of tasks i, j ∈ Γ. Given two disjoint
subset of agents A1,A2 ⊂ A, we introduce two variables; the minimum distance between A1 and A2

at time t denoted by Θt
A1,A2

, and the maximum distance, represented by Ψt
A1,A2

. Let pt : A 7→ Γ
be the position (i.e., the assigned task) of an agent at time step t in the current solution. Using
these notations, the model variables for Θt and Ψt are defined as:

Θt
A1A2

= min
k∈A1, l∈A2,i=pt(k), j=pt(l)

ψij (18)

Ψt
A1A2

= max
k∈A1, l∈A2,i=pt(k), j=pt(l)

ψij (19)

Fig. 2 illustrates Θt and Ψt given the positions of two groups of agents (depicted in blue and red
correspondingly) at an arbitrary point in time.

A proximity directive consists in establishing a lower or an upper limit to one of the Θt or Ψt

variables at a specific time step t. It is represented by a tuple β =
(
A1,A2, v, dir, d̄, t

)
, where v is

one of the variables {Θt
A1,A2

,Ψt
A1,A2

}, dir indicates the sense of the directive, which can be either

a lower bound ≥ or an upper bound ≤ on v, d̄ is the distance bound, and t is the time instant at
which the directive is defined.

We classify the proximity directives according to the effect that could be achieved through
their use. The first type, called coalition directives, correspond to those that set upper limits to
the maximum distance (v = Ψt, dir =≤). Using these, two groups of agents can be kept close
to each other, as forming a temporary coalition. The network directives set upper limits to the
minimum distance (v = Θt, dir =≤). These are typically employed to enhance and promote
communication (i.e., network connectivity) when the possibility of communication between two
nodes is directly related to their physical separation distance. Next, the interference avoidance
directives, are those that keep two groups of agents distant from each other such as to avoid task
interference, dangerous situations, and other undesirable events that are likely to occur when these
agents get closer to each other. These directives are defined by setting lower limits to the minimum
distance (v = Θt, dir =≥). Finally, the sparsity directives, are those where the maximum distance
must be greater than a certain value (v = Ψt, dir =≥). Their effect is that of spreading the agents
over larger areas.

In the following, we define the linear constraints that, when included in the MIP formulation,
allow the specification of proximity directives. We introduce the following time-indexed variables,



referring to status values at a single time step t:
ytik: binary, equals 1 if agent k is assigned to task i ∈ Γk;

dtkl: distance between agents k and l.
In order to include the variables ytik, we need to enforce the condition:

ytik = 1⇔ (tik ≤ τ ≤ tik + wik − 1) ; (20)

which is achieved with the following linear constraints:

(T − τ) ytik + tik ≤ T ∀k ∈ A, i ∈ Γk (21)

(τ + T + 1) ytik − T ≤ tik + wik ∀k ∈ A, i ∈ Γk, t (22)∑
i∈Γk

ytik = 1 ∀k ∈ A, t (23)

∑
t

ytik ≤ Tyik ∀k ∈ A, i ∈ Γk (24)

ytik ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ A, i ∈ Γk, t (25)

Once variables ytik are included in the model, the distance variable can be defined using the
following constraints:

ψij
(
ytik + ytjl

)
− ψij ≤ dtkl ∀k, l ∈ A, i ∈ Γk, j ∈ Γl, t (26)

0 ≤ dtkl ∀k, l ∈ A, t (27)

Next, we introduce variables ζtkA1A2
and ξtkA1A2

, that correspond to the minimum and maximum
distances between an agent k ∈ A1, and all agents A2 at time step t:

ζtkA1A2
= min
l∈A2,i=pt(k), j=pt(l)

ψij (28)

ξtkA1A2
= max
l∈A2,i=pt(k), j=pt(l)

ψij (29)

These two sets of variables are an intermediate step in the formulation of the proximity directives.
Variables ζt are specified using the following.

ζtkA1A2
= dtkl − µtkA1lA2

∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (30)

µtkA1lA2
≤ D

(
1− νtkA1lA2

)
∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (31)

1 ≤
∑
l∈A2

νtkA1lA2
∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (32)

νtkA1lA2
∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (33)

0 ≤ µtkA1lA2
, ζtkA1A2

∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (34)

where D is a large value (e.g., maximum possible distance between two agents). We make use of two
helper variables: µtkA1lA2

and νtkA1lA2
, defined by constraints (30) and (31), respectively. µtkA1lA2

is
a real, positive valued variable representing the difference between the distance from agent k ∈ A1

to agent l ∈ A2 and the actual minimum distance from k ∈ A1 to any agent in A2. νtkA1lA2
is a

binary indication variable that takes value 0 if the corresponding µtkA1lA2
is greater than zero, 1

otherwise. Constraints (32) ensure that at least one of the νtkA1lA2
is equal to 1, which means that

Θt
kA1A2

is, in turn, equal to one of the distances dtkl. Since by definition µtkA1lA2
must be greater or

equal to zero, as a consequence, Θt
kA1A2

must be equal to the minimum distance between k ∈ A1

and all agents in A2. A similar procedure is followed to specify variables ξt:



ξtkA1A2
= dtkl + ρtkA1lA2

∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (35)

ρtkA1lA2
≤ D

(
1− πtkA1lA2

)
∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (36)

1 ≤
∑
l∈A2

πtkA1lA2
∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (37)

πtkA1lA2
∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (38)

0 ≤ ρtkA1lA2
, ξtkA1A2

∀k ∈ A1, l ∈ A2, t (39)

Finally, we note that in order to establish bounds to any of the variables Θt
A1A2

and Ψt
A1A2

, it
is sufficient to set bounds to the all the corresponding variables ζtkA1A2

and ξtkA1A2
, for all k ∈ A1.

Using this observation, we formulate each type of proximity constraints as follows.
Let βtc = 〈A1,A2,Ψ

t,≤, ψr, t〉 be a coalition directive at time step t. We introduce a binary
indicator variable nβt

c
that takes value 0 if βtc is not satisfied in the current solution, and 1 otherwise:

nβt
c

= 0⇐ ¬
(
∀k ∈ A1 | ξtkA1A2

≤ ψr

)
(40)

which is equivalent to the following linear constraints:

Ψt
kA1A2

≤ D · nβt
c

+ ψr ∀k ∈ A1 (41)

Similar procedure applies to network βtn, interference avoidance βti , and sparsity βts directives:

nβt
n

= 1⇐ ¬
(
∀k ∈ A1 | ζtkA1A2

≤ ψr

)
(42)

⇔
Θt
kA1A2

≤ D · nβt
n

+ ψr ∀k ∈ A1 (43)

nβt
i

= 1⇐ ¬
(
∀k ∈ A1 | ψr ≤ ζtkA1A2

)
(44)

⇔
Θt
kA1A2

≥ −D · nβt
i

+ ψr ∀k ∈ A1 (45)

nβt
s

= 1⇐ ¬
(
∀k ∈ A1 | ψr ≤ ξtkA1A2

)
(46)

⇔
Ψt
kA1A2

≥ −D · nβt
s

+ ψr ∀k ∈ A1 (47)

There are many different approaches to the use of directives, which can be achieved by the way
variables nβ are included in the model. In the following, we discuss some of these. First, directives
can be set as hard constraints, that is directives that must be complied by a mission plan. This can
be realized including the following constraints in the MIP model. Let Ih be the set of directives to
be included as hard constraints.

nβ = 1 ∀β ∈ Ih (48)

Secondly, non-compliance of directives can be penalized in the objective function. Therefore,
these directives are referred to as soft constraints. Let Is be the set of directives to be included as
soft constraints. The inclusion of the penalty values is achieved by defining the penalty component
(Πβ), which accounts for the violations of directives Is in a mission plan:

Πβ =

∑
β∈Is (1− nβ)

|Is|
(49)



To control the trade-off between the servicing of tasks and the compliance of directives, Πβ is
included in the objective function (4) weighted by a parameter λβ :

maximize ΠR − λβΠβ , (50)

where ΠR corresponds to a normalized version of (2).
Finally, more complex relations over groups of directives can be stated by combining variables

nβ within linear constraints. For instance, given a set of directives I , the condition “at least
m directives in I should be complied”, can be included in the model using an auxiliary, binary
variable ϑ, that takes value 1 if the condition is followed by a mission plan, 0 otherwise. The linear
constraints that would define ϑ can be derived from the expression:

ϑ = 1⇔
∑
β∈I

nβ ≥ m (51)

The use of proximity directives represents a strategic decision framework, and their definition
(individually and/or in combinations) can be used to tackle many different aspects of the prob-
lem instance considered. More importantly, they are expressive enough to model mechanisms for
complex behaviors.

A summary of the variables and parameters used in the formulation and introduced throughout
this section is presented in Table 1 and 2.

Var Description Type
xijk Whether agent k traverses edge (i, j) ∈ Ek Binary
yik Whether agent k services task i ∈ Γk Binary
tik Starting time of execution of task i ∈ Γk by agent k Integer
wik Time assigned to task i ∈ Γk for agent k Integer
Φτ Total amount of service provided to task τ ∈ T Real
Θt
A1A2

Minimum distance between agents in A1 and agents in A2 at time t Real
Ψt
A1A2

Maximum distance between agents in A1 and agents in A2 at time t Real
ytik Whether agent k is assigned to task i ∈ Γk at time t Binary
dtkl Distance between agent k and agent l at time t Real
ζtkA1A2

Minimum distance between agent k ∈ A1 and agents in A2 at time t Real
ξtkA1A2

Maximum distance between agent k ∈ A1 and agents in A2 at time t Real
µtkA1lA2

Difference at time t between the distance from agent k ∈ A1 to agent l ∈ A2

and the actual minimum distance from A1 to A2.
Real

νtkA1lA2
Whether the corresponding µtkA1lA2

is equal to zero Binary
ρtkA1lA2

Difference at time t between the distance from agent k ∈ A1 to agent l ∈ A2

and the actual maximum distance from A1 to A2.
Real

πtkA1lA2
Whether the corresponding ρtkA1lA2

is equal to zero Binary
nβt

c
Whether coalition proximity directive β is obeyed at time t Binary

nβt
n

Whether networking proximity directive β is obeyed at time t Binary
nβt

i
Whether interference proximity directive β is obeyed at time t Binary

nβt
s

Whether sparsity proximity directive β is obeyed at time t Binary

Table 1: MIP Variables

5 Solution approach

Optimal solutions to the MIP model proposed above can be found using a general, out-of-the-
box solver, which exhibits the anytime property. However, since a MIP solver does not rely on
any domain specific knowledge about the problem, the progressive improvement over time of the
quality of the best solution available (i.e., incumbent solution) tends to be slow. Thus, depending



Term Description Type
T Tasks Set
A Agents Set
∆T Mission Interval Real
T Planning horizon Integer
φ Completion rate function A× T 7→ R
Γk Tasks that can be assigned to agent k ∈ A Set
Gk Traversability graph for agent k Graph
Ek Edge set of traversability graph Gk ⊆ (Γk)2

Cm Task completion map T 7→ R
T M Macro-tasks ⊆ P(T )
Γ Tasks and macro-tasks considered for planning Set
ϕk Performance model of agent k (Γk×) T 7→ R
σk Effort distribution scheme of agent k T M × T 7→ [0, 1]
ψij Distance between task i ∈ Γ and task j ∈ Γ Real
ψr Distance threshold for proximity directive Real

Table 2: Model parameters

upon the characteristics of the considered instance, the computation time and quality of obtained
solutions may not meet the application requirements.

To address this issue, and therefore improve the anytime behavior, we developed a novel prob-
lem solving approach that synergistically combines an exact mathematical solver and a hybrid
metaheuristic algorithm. The approach is based on a social metaphor: a community of problem
solvers, of possibly different nature and featuring different skills, communicating and cooperating
with each other in order to find the best solution to a common problem. The solvers actively
and concurrently exploit their mutual differences in order to produce community-level synergies
and overcome individual weaknesses. Specifically, we consider a branch-and-cut MIP solver and
a bio-inspired, hybrid metaheuristic. These intrinsically different algorithms are combined using
a shared incumbent environment, a general methodology to realize collaborative combinations of
mathematical programming and metaheuristic approaches.

5.1 Hybrid metaheuristic: GA + ILS

The basis of the heuristic approach is the observation that the MMPP is composed of two distinct,
but interconnected problems, namely (i) the selection of tasks and (ii) the service scheduling.
Accordingly, we tackle the problem using a two-level decomposition. At the top level, we explore
possible sequences of tasks for each agent using a genetic algorithm (GA). At the bottom level, an
iterated local search method (ILS) is employed to assess the utility, in terms of mission performance,
of each of the considered sequences.

Each single individual member g of the GA population consists of sequences of tasks (for all
agents of the team), that is, a set of paths g = {pk ∈ Gk|k ∈ A}. The evaluation of each g involves
the distribution of the service time among the tasks composing each of the paths, or in other
words, determining the associate schedule functions sk for every path pk. Note that for a given g,
there could be several ways to distribute the time among the composing tasks. For instance, let
g = {p1, p2}, where p1 = 〈τ1, τ3〉 and p2 = 〈τ2, τ4〉, and T = 4 be the mission time-span. There
exist many alternative ways to distribute 4 time units among the tasks composing each sequence,
which lead to different mission plans. One way is to assign 2 units to each task in the sequences,
so that the schedule s1 becomes {τ1 7→ 2, τ3 7→ 2}, and s2 = {τ2 7→ 2, τ4 7→ 2}. Another way is to
allocate 3 units to the first task of p1 and to the final task of p2, such that s1 = {τ1 7→ 3, τ3 7→ 1},
and s2 = {τ2 7→ 1, τ4 7→ 3}. In general, each time assignment may produce plans with different
performance. Thus, for a given g, it is of interest to find the time assignment s∗g = {s∗k|k ∈ A} that
maximizes the mission performance, with respect to the objective function being considered in the



current planning model. However, finding s∗g is a hard optimization problem by its own. For that
reason, we resort to heuristic methods to carry out the evaluation of individuals. Specifically, we
use an Iterated Local Search method (ILS) [21].

The integrative combination of the GA and ILS represents a form of hybridization, therefore we
refer to it as a hybrid metaheuristic method. In the following, we describe the main aspects of this
hybrid metaheuristic approach.

5.1.1 Genetic operators

One fundamental aspect of a GA is the design of its genetic operators, namely the mutation and
crossover operators. We propose a set of application-specific genetic operators designed to achieve
a good trade-off between exploration and exploitation. The mutation operator induces small per-
turbations to existing individuals. Specifically, it modifies the length of the paths pk, randomly
choosing between removing the last element, or appending a new task. In the latter case, a new
task is randomly selected among the possible choices.

On the other hand, the crossover operator that is used to generate the offspring takes two
individuals (i.e., the parents) and tries to mix their paths in order to obtain a new individual.
Let gd = {pdk|k ∈ A} and gm = {pmk |k ∈ A} be two individuals considered for the crossover, the
combination of two paths pdk and pmk occurs iff they share at least one vertex, that is |v(pmk )∩v(pdk)| >
0. Their combination generates a new path p′k = 〈pdk[: v], v, pmk [v :]〉 where v is one of the common
vertices, and p[: v] and p[v :] denote the segment of the path starting at the initial vertex and
ending at the predecessor of v, and the segment starting at the successor of v until the end of p,
respectively. Note that a different combined path p′k can be obtained if the order of the mixed
paths is inverted, that is p′k = 〈pmk [: v], v, pdk[v :]〉, and, in general, if we consider any other common
vertex v ∈ v(pmk ) ∩ v(pdk). Therefore, the crossover operator randomly chooses one among all the
possible options to obtain a p′k. The process is done for all k ∈ A, resulting in the generation of a
brand new offspring g′ = {p′k|k ∈ A}.

5.1.2 Evaluation using ILS

Recall that in order to evaluate an individual g we require to find a schedule s∗g that maximizes the
mission performance, which might turn out to be a difficult task, particularly if inter-dependencies
like proximity directives are part of the main problem. In fact, given a mission time-span T , and
any single path pk, the number of possible schedules sk is equivalent to the number of ordered integer
partitions of T into exactly |pk| parts, which has an order of magnitude equal to |{sk}| =

(
T−1
|pk|−1

)
.

Consequently, the number of different sets of schedules {sk|k ∈ A} that could be associated to g
is of order of magnitude Πk∈A|{sk}|, meaning that the solution space of the evaluation of each
individual is exponentially large.

The efficacy of a GA depends on the number of generations that the algorithm produces, which
at the same time, depends on the number of evaluations that it is able perform. This condition
imposes strict computation limits to the evaluation of individuals. For this reason, we employ a
heuristic, ILS method in order to find good schedules for each individual g, such that the objective
function of the original MIP problem, is maximized.

The main component of an ILS, is a local search procedure that moves from one solution to
another according to some neighborhood structure. In our implementation, a candidate solution
denoted as S = {sk|k ∈ A}, and another solution S ′ = {s′k|k ∈ A} are neighbors if they differ in at
most one sk, and when comparing the schedules that differ, this difference is at most one time unit.
In other words, let sk and s′k be the schedule function of agent k in S and S ′ respectively, S and
S ′ are neighbors iff

∑
k∈Amaxv∈v(pk) |s′k(v)− sk(v)| ≤ 1. Thus, the ILS traverses the search space,

starting from an initial solution, and at each step, it examines only possible local changes, applying
the one that leads to the best improvement in the objective function. The search process terminates
when it is blocked at a local optimum (i.e., no local change improves the current solution), or when
the maximum time allowed to the ILS expires. In the latter, it returns the best of the solutions
explored. The search process is repeated for a specified number of iterations, or until the total time



Sbest = Initial random schedules
i = 1
while i ≤MaxIterations or Time Expired do

Si
0 = Perturbation of Sbest

j=1
repeat
Si
j= Si

j−1

foreach k ∈ A do
Try to improve Si

j by applying local changes in sik
end

Sbest = best of
(
Sbest,Si

j

)
until Si

j does not improve Si
j−1 or Time Expired;

i = i+1

end

return Sbest

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code of the ILS method

expires. Each iteration is started with an initial solution obtained from the perturbation of the
current best solution found. The ILS method is described in Algorithm (1).

5.2 Shared incumbent environment

At this point, we are able to solve the MMPP in two different ways: (a) using a standard math-
ematical solver providing as input the MIP model presented in Section 4, or (b) using the hybrid
metaheuristic method proposed in Section 5.1. Both approaches offer different advantages and
disadvantages. Approach (a) offers the possibility to find the optimal solution, or sub-optimal solu-
tions with proven errors on optimality. However, depending on the problem instance, we might run
out of computational resources before obtaining a good (or even at least any) feasible solution. Ap-
proach (b) offers solutions whose quality depends on the amount of time we dispose to the heuristic
procedure. In some cases, the evolution process in the GA can get stuck and no improvements will
be made to the current solution.

A cooperative, shared incumbent environment is implemented setting up the execution of both
methods (i.e., the mathematical solver and the metaheuristic) as two independent processes able
to communicate with each other. More specifically, a shared incumbent environment consists in
enabling both methods to continuously exchange their best current solution (also known as the
incumbent). From the MIP solver side, the incumbent amounts to the best integer solution. In the
GA, it is simply represented by the best individual that has been evaluated so far. As a result,
we obtain a solution method that speeds-up the computation of high-quality mission plans, and
at the same time preserves the anytime property and the formal error bounds on optimality that
a mathematical solver provides. A graphical representation of the proposed bio-inspired shared
environment environment is presented in Fig. 3.

6 Conclusions and future work

We presented a mixed integer linear formulation for mission planning in heterogeneous teams of
physical agents. We targeted missions which can be seen as composed of a set of spatially distributed
tasks. The aim of the mathematical formulation is to assign plans to the agents by exploiting their
specific characteristics in relation to the tasks, and promoting their synergies. We included in
the formulation a number of different aspects derived from real-world mission planning scenarios,
which include the ability to enforce spatio-temporal relations among groups of agents, dealing in
a robust way with the uncertainty in plan execution, letting open the possibility to complete a
task incrementally, by different agents in different times. As a result the model is highly realistic
and flexible. We also presented a computationally effective solution approach, that preserves some
optimality guarantees while saving computations.

Future work will address the definition of more effective and fast solution methodologies, and
the definition of decentralized strategies, where each agent autonomously computes its own plan
and coordinate with the others.
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Figure 3: Solution approach based on a shared incumbent environment.
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